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Mission:
My Story Matters helps people reflect upon, tell their
story, and publish their personal history. We engage in a
process that promotes healing, inspires hope, and
celebrates courage in everyday heroes by engaging them
in a process that helps them reflect, recount, record, and
reframe their stories.
Vision:
To strengthen communities through embracing stories of
all individuals and, by that process, become more united
in compassion, understanding, and empathy. Every story
really does matter.
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EVERYONE

HAS

THANKS TO YOU WE ARE ABLE
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ANGEL SERIES

SAFE HARBORS

Our Angel Series is
dedicated to children
who left this life much
too soon. No footprint is
too small to leave an
impact. My Story
Matters storybooks
honor the journeys of
these precious children,
while providing comfort
and perspective for
families who have lost a
child.

Safe Harbors is specifically
designed to help individuals
build resilience and confidence
while helping all involved
become goal-oriented members
of society. Through a step-bystep process, taken at
their own pace, each person can
gain the tools and resources
necessary to help unleash the
inner hero and rise to the
challenge of creating a future
they can be excited about.

A STORY
TO PRESERVE THOSE STORIES
SCHOOLS

VETERANS

SENIOR 2 SENIOR

We partner with My Hero
Journey to provide a
powerful curriculum for
individuals, families and
teachers to help students
understand that truly
their story matters. This
dynamic and unique
program is an important
component of core
learning and not an addon to already busy
schedules and
overflowing lesson plans.

WWII veterans are
becoming fewer and
fewer in number and the
new generation of
veterans is growing
exponentially. We
celebrate and honor
them by giving them a
safe space to share their
story. We record it and
publish it into a
personalized storybook so
they can share it with
their family and friends.

The greatest generation
that ever lived is
decreasing in number. We
can learn so much from
our elders. They have so
much experience and
advice to give. We partner
with My Life My Storybook
to make it easy for them
to share their life story so
we can record it, making
sure they will never be
forgotten.
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MY HERO JOURNEY IS

THANKS TO THE SUPPORT OF THE
With my group of 6th graders it’s nearly impossible to
find an activity that they will all engage in at the same
time and have any kind of learning take place. However
with the My Hero Journey curriculum the activities did
just that. They held the attention of the entire group
collectively and the conversations were thoughtful,
engaging, and productive. That’s no small feat.
- Happy Teacher
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The My Hero Journey (MHJ) curriculum is nine
lessons designed for K-12 students. At the
culmination of the classroom instruction, each
student will create a personalized storybook
about their own Hero’s Journey. Each grade
band has their own age specific materials to help
them learn at their level. This super flexible
curriculum can be tailored around the needs of
each classroom. Lessons can be taught at a pace
that works for the teacher over the course of a
few weeks, a whole semester, or an entire year. It
was designed to integrate with curriculum
already being taught. Our team provides
teachers with alignment crosswalks, for
integration in Language Arts and Social Studies
for elementary classes. For secondary classes, it is
aligned with Health, Civics, and English. It is built
to be online or classroom based, it works well in
a blended format and has proven to be a winwin for parents, teachers and students.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

SORENSON LEGACY FOUNDATION & NUSKIN
Whether it is a traditional classroom,
an after school program, a
homeschool group, or a family that
wants to dive into discovering and
creating their hero story, My Hero
Journey meets each group’s needs!
Our vision is to engage communities
in embracing stories of all individuals
as heroes of their own personal
journey and, in that process, become
more united in compassion,
understanding, and empathy as we
realize every story really does matter!
“Our 3rd grade students had the opportunity to participate in and perform "We Are Amazing!" It was, without
a doubt, AMAZING! I will admit, when I heard that the students would learn 9 songs – with choreography, in
9 days, I was a little skeptical! Not only did they do it, but they LOVED it and couldn’t wait to share the music
with their families. The children were eager to learn, engaged at all times, and looked forward to every
moment that we spent singing. Parents voluntarily reached out to tell me how grateful they were for this
experience. In fact, after the evening performance, the students received a standing ovation from the
audience. The response we received from parents, teachers, and community members was outstanding!”

“As teachers we cannot thank you enough for how amazing you
have been to work with. We loved everything we were able to
learn about our students and that they were able to learn about
themselves through this project. Thank you again! We definitely
can’t wait to do this again next year.”
~ 6th grade team

“I just had to share this with you. I was
cleaning up at the end of the day and
found this on one of the tables-It
wasn't part of an assignment. I don't
know which one of my students wrote
it, but I was pretty proud of the truth
that this little first grader wrote. It was
a sweet and gentle reminder to me of
the great influence we have and that
my humble tries are enough. Thanks
for letting me use the My Hero Journey
program this year! My class has been
blessed because of it!”
~ Ms. Holbrook
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SAFE HARBORS
11 Principles of Empowerment for Re-entry

Thanks to the generous donation from the
George S. and Dolores Dore Eccles
Foundation our new curriculum, Safe
Harbors, is making a BIG impact on the
incarcerated and their families. Safe
Harbors provides adults and children alike
a curriculum dedicated to showing people
from all walks of life, circumstances, races
and identities that “YOU are the hero in
YOUR journey of life.” Through a step-bystep process, taken at their own pace, each
person can gain the tools and resources
necessary to help captain their own story
and rise to the challenge of creating a
future they can be excited about. Don't just
take our word for it — read what the
participants are saying...
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“The last week has been really hard. My
son accidentally discharged a firearm
while some friends were over. The
bullet made contact with two
individuals. He made a very bad
decision, and although I’m grateful that
no one was injured severely, he is
paying the consequences now. I have
had some hard conversations with him.
He tried to tell me that it was everyone
else’s fault, and no one was listening to
him. In the past I would have handled
this very different. Instead, I took the
things I’ve been learning in your class
and I told him, 'Son, you made a bad
choice, there are consequences that
come with that choice. Dad made some

bad choices and I am in jail paying for those
consequences. We both have to own our part
in those choices. That might be hard right
now. The cool thing is that we can make
better choices moving forward. I have a class
I want you to take with me. It’s helping me so
much. They have a teenage version of the
class.'
He told me he didn’t like hard work and he
wasn’t up for that. I replied, 'Son this isn’t
HARD work, that’s too much, this is
DIFFICULT work. Difficult work reaches the
soul and the rewards are so worth it.'
He said, 'Dad, you’re different. Everything
you say is different. If this class is what is
making you different, I’ll take it too. Let’s be
different together!'"
~Participant
One of the great benefits of our course is that
we have a curriculum for the whole family.
This individual will be returning home this
week and his wife and three kids will be
starting this program with him. Together
they will learn to be the Captain of their
story. Each member of the family will
become a published author of their very own
story they are creating! We love helping
families change and grow together.

“The first day in class when we did introductions one of our
instructors, Josh, shared his story. I have to tell you Josh’s story
changed my life. I saw so much of myself in him and his
history. It gave me proof that change is possible. I have been
fighting for my change every day since hearing it. I am making
hard choices and decisions everyday to keep my vision aligned
with who I want to be. It’s not easy, but this life is so much
better than the life I had before.”
~A.R. participant

“These assignments are
the hardest thing I’ve
ever had to do. I’ve really
been doing the work and
it’s hard and SO
REWARDING. I don’t
know how this stuff
works, I just know it’s
working. I’ve been trying
to change these things
for years and it’s never
worked, doing this
course with you is
literally changing my life
and at rapid rates. It’s
changing me, it’s
changing my family, it’s
changing everything. I
cannot wait to see where
I go from here.”
~Participant

At the beginning of one of our new classes we had just begun we made
it clear this is not a program, this is a lifestyle, it’s a life course. There
was one student who had completed the program and he was returning
for a few weeks. As we introduced the course and the commitment that
would be expected our returning inmate asked if he could talk to the
group for a minute. He said, "You guys they teach this to sober people.
They teach this to normal people in the world. They teach these skills
to kids in school. They are going to teach you steps. Everything they
teach is a model for you to run every scenario and every decision
through. It works. They didn’t make some program for us broken
people, they believe so much in us they are bringing us a program that
they teach on the outside to help everyone. They believe in us. Trust
them. Listen to them. This model will take some time to understand
and learn, but I am here to tell you it works. Be honest, get to work, do
it!”
~Participant
"At a time where I was trying to put my life back together and make
changes that would help me get a new future this curriculum provided
a roadmap for me to not only believe that was possible but give me an
action plan to achieve it."
-Montius
"I look forward to the class each week, I’ve learned how to look at myself
and my situation from a different perspective. It’s been so uplifting and a
wonderful experience."
~Participant
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JOSH'S
STORY

A POWERFUL STORY OF
HOPE AND REDEMPTION
CHANGE IS POSSIBLE AND WE ARE TEACHING HOW
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"I believe in the principles this curriculum teaches. I had the opportunity
to experience it in the years I spent in prison. But more importantly,
recently I have had the opportunity of being an integral part of teaching
these principles in a facility. As we have worked with individuals and
taught them these principles, they have begun implementing them into
their lives. I see the difference it makes. I see the difference this course
has compared to the programs that are already there. Principles like these
are being taught, but the way the principles are layered on top of each
other, do it in such a way that individuals are built.

They really CAN see that they are not their number, they are not their
jacket. They really can see the opportunity, regardless of their age and
regardless of their circumstance that they can become whatever it is
they want to become. In order for us to continue to teach this
curriculum and take it to the individuals who are entering the system,
into the darkness that lies ahead for them, WE NEED HELP! We need
funding to get this hope and help to more individuals.”
— Josh Penrod, Curriculum Advocate and Instructor, former
inmate
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ANGEL SERIES
Our Angel Series is dedicated to children
who left this life much too soon. No
footprint is too small to leave an impact. My
Story Matters storybooks honor the
journeys of these precious children, while
providing comfort and perspective for
families who have lost a child.

Paige is the princess of her family. She was born and
welcomed into this world by her mother, father and
her 3 excited older brothers.
Her sweet spirit stayed on this Earth for less than a
few days. Though only in the arms of her loved ones
for a short time, her spirit, memory and love lives on.
Truly…There is no footprint too small that it cannot
leave an imprint on the world.
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Losing a child can happen so fast. One
minute they are fine, outside playing in
the dirt. The next minute they start
experiencing bad headaches. Days later,
they can be gone. Leland loved the dirt.
It was one of his favorite things to play
with. He loved science and was very
smart. The bond he had with his family
during his life on Earth was incredible.
He was his mom's best friend and his
little brother's hero. He loved to go to
the train tracks with his dad. When
Leland contracted from the dirt a brain
eating amoeba known as Balamuthia
Mandrillaris, everyone was surprised.
Although Leland's passing happened
suddenly, his memory continues to
impact the lives of thousands of people.
To learn more about Leland and his life
legacy, please visit the Facebook page
"Prayers for Leland".

DONORS
THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS
AND VOLUNTEERS
MILLER FAMILY PHILANTHROPY
GEORGE & DELORES ECCLES FOUNDATION

Numbers

20182021

SORENSON LEGACY FOUNDATION
DoTERRA
NuSKIN
YOUNGEVITY BE THE CHANGE FOUNDATION
ALL-STATE THE GIVING CAMPAIGN
MARION & MAXINE HANKS FOUNDATION

Total
Stories Told

7,182

ASHTON FAMILY FOUNDATION
FIDELITY
J.P. MORGAN
DOZENS OF PRIVATE DONORS
John F. Kennedy said "We must find time to stop and thank the people
who make a difference in our lives.” We 100% agree and want to take
this opportunity to tell our generous donors and volunteers how
extremely grateful we are for you. You not only make a difference in
our lives, but in the lives of those we serve. You make it possible for us
to do what we do. Because of you we are making a huge impact on the
communities we serve. Each year we continue to grow and as the
donations continue to come in we are able to do more and more to
serve those who truly are in need. The reward of seeing people
change, become confident, find peace, and know that their story
matters is inspiring and we are so grateful for the opportunity to do
what we do. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts. We are truly
grateful for YOU!

"Everything we do should be a result of our gratitude for
what God has done for us." -Lauryn Hill

Donations

$210,692

Hours Volunteered

16,220+
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SENIOR SENIOR
We're pairing high school seniors in the community with senior citizens
to capture and record the stories of the greatest generation that ever
lived. These individuals grew up in a world we can't even imagine: no
television, no telephone, no cell phones, no computers, no running water
and no indoor plumbing. When we pair these generations, it's magical to
see the connections and friendships that are created. Research shows
that connecting with others AND sharing personal stories increases self
esteem, confidence and over all well being. Feeling loved and being
heard is a powerful service we offer to those who often times are lonely
and feel forgotten.

I recently lost my
husband, I look
through my Mini Life
Storybook daily and I
relive our life which
makes me happy. It's
small, concise and
easy to store and I
know my life
experiences will live on.
- J. Linton (age 90)

Mom's book literally
gave her her life back.
All of her grandchildren
can tell you all about
her, even though
some have never met
her. They read her
storybook all the time.
- Marsali

There is something very unique and
special about sitting across from
someone and learning of all the
moments in their life that together
create the masterpiece of the person
they are today. The best part about it
all is as they relive their story, you see
their faces brighten with excitement
and their perspective on their current
stage of life change. It helps them to
realize the wonderful people they are
and remember the incredible life they
lived. I see them begin to look forward
to the little things more, serve those
around them, and change—all because
they are able to remember their story.

Who's going to read a great
big book? But they'll read
one of these little books, they
can read it in one sitting.
- L. Twelves (age 92)
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It has also helped me so much in my
own life as I learn from their example
and listen to their advice. The seniors
I worked with have become some of
my best friends and I still keep in
touch with them and visit them today.
Although some of them I have done
books for have passed on, I feel a lot
of gratitude for their friendship and
the opportunity to record their
stories. Whether it was recording
details like singing with Frank Sinatra,
that their childhood dog was named
Max, or how they met their husband
in a hamburger diner—My Life My
Storybook does more than just record
someone's life, it gives their life—and
my own life—meaning." - Lindy

VETERANS
Veterans come in all shapes and sizes. Some old and some young. But they
all share the common thread of a love and passion for their country, all
willing to die for the love of their country. Our World War II veterans are
getting fewer and fewer in number with each passing year. Our goal is to
capture those stories before they are gone. There is a whole new
generation of veterans who are recently returning from their service.
Sharing their story is therapeutic and gives them a voice. We are grateful
for the men and women who serve our country and we are honored to
preserve their stories.

In June of 1943 I enlisted in the Marines. I was 20 years
old. I went to Boot Camp in San Diego for 7 weeks. Three
of those weeks was at a rifle range. On Christmas day I
was on a ship for the Marshall Islands. I was detached
from that unit and sent to Pearl Harbor. I stayed there for
3 months with no specific assignment. I was transferred to
the supply depot. I was promoted to Sergeant and was incharge of getting a ship loaded with everything the war
required and then went out to the other islands.
~Walter

Advice

Tyler's Story

Tyler Watson has a story that no veteran
should ever have. He has overcome
unbelievable adversity. He is sharing his
courageous story to help bring strength to
others going through hard times. During
our interview with Tyler we asked him to
share some advice. Scan the QR codes to
hear what this hero had to say and to
learn more about his story.

World War II broke out when I was in high school. I remember President
Franklin D. Roosevelt giving his "Infamy Speech" one day after the Japanese
attacked Pearl Harbor. Pearl Harbor was attacked on a Sunday and I was at
home. I thought the war would be over by the time I would be old enough to
have to go. But by the time I graduated from High School the war was still
going and so my twin brother and I volunteered. It was 1944 and we were 18
years old. We both served in the Army as Paratroopers.
~Clyde
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To donate or learn how you can get involved please visit our website at www.mystorymatters.org

